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1. Introduction. The problem to be considered concerns an alge-

braic property of two skew-symmetric tensors at a point. Let Pr, and

Qr. be two skew-symmetric tensors. Under a transformation C\>

=dxr/dx'' they become, in the new coordinate system, PT>,< and

Qr'»', where

(in p,, = cm,cn,p        o, ■ = cm.cn.p
\L.LJ X r'a'   —   tr'^l'-f mm Vr » v^r'*^«'-4  mn-

We wish to find conditions on P„ and Q„ under which there will

exist a nonsingular transformation C's> which does not reorient the

axes, such that

Pl'2'   =  Qi'i', Ql'2'   =   —   P3'4', Pi'»'   =  Ql'V,
\ i. ¿d)

Qi'Z'   —   —   Pl'i', Pi'l'   =   Qi'V, Qi'l'   =   —  P2'4'

at a point A. In view of the restrictions on the transformation it is

necessary that

(1.3) detCl<>0.

2. Let r]" denote the diagonal array (1, 1, 1, —1) and e"'" the

permutation symbol on 1234. We may write equations (1.2) as

(2.1) rjrmri'nPr's' = tmntuQt'w.

This is equivalent to the equation

(2.2) vrmV,nQr'.' = - tmntuPt'W

using latin indices ranging from 1 to 4 with the summation conven-

tion throughout.

A coordinate system in which (2.1) and (2.2) hold, we shall call a

P-canonical coordinate system. If we interchange Pr',> and Qr>,> in

(2.1) or (2.2) we get a Q-canonical coordinate system. We shall prove

later that a P-system can be obtained from a Q-system by a trans-

formation restricted as in (1.3) and vice-versa. For convenience we

may define

(tPQ)   =   l/2t^'"PmnQtu.

In this notation it is useful to note that
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(2.3) detFr. = (ePP)1

and also

(2.4) r tUPmnQu. = l/28.'(ePe).

Here we may dispose of some trivial cases. If at the point we are

considering one of the tensors should happen to be identically zero,

then the other must also be identically zero if canonical coordinates

are to exist. This is clear from equation (2.1). If the two tensors should

happen to be linearly dependent at the point, then both tensors must

be identically zero, if canonical coordinates are to exist. For in such a

system we would have

(2.5) aPT;. + ¿(?,v = 0;

multiply this by br¡rmt]"',

b2rjrmV'nQr',>   -   -  lWnPrV

= - abtmntuQt>v>

= + a2emn>uPfU.

= - ay"yÇL,„.

Therefore we would have Qr'S' =0 and similarly Pr>,' =0.

3. The following three theorems suffice to solve the problem.

Theorem I. If pr, and qr, are two linearly independent, skew-

symmetric tensors with matrices of rank 2 at a point A, then there

exists a transformation of positive Jacobian to coordinates such that

at the point A all six components of each tensor vanish except :

(i) one in p„ and one in qr„ if (tpq)r¿0,

(ii) two in pri and two in q„, if (epq) = 0.

Theorem II. If prs and qrs are two linearly independent, skew-

symmetric tensors, with matrices of rank 2 at a point A, then both p-

canonical and q-canonical coordinates can always be found for them at

the point A by means of a transformation with a positive determinant.

Theorem III. 7/P„ and Qrs are two linearly independent, skew-sym-

metric tensors, then a necessary and sufficient condition that both

P-canonical and Q-canonical coordinates may be found at a point A

by means of a transformation with a positive determinant is that, at A,

(3 A) (ePP) + ((QQ) = 0.

Proof of Theorem I. The assumption that the two tensors are of

(by(2.l))

(by (2.5))

(by (2.2)).
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rank 2 is equivalent to assuming that the determinant of each

vanishes and that neither tensor is identically zero,1 since the tensors

are of rank two and equations

(3.2) p„\'tt - 0 (a « 1, 2),       q„\\ = 0 (b = 3, 4)

can be satisfied by real values of X*0) and X'o). The vectors X'd and X(2)

are linearly independent and arbitrary within a linear homogeneous

combination. For example X(1} = Bímemr'up¡u and XJ2) = B2memrtuptu are

solutions where Bim and B2m are any linearly independent sets of

constants. This may be seen by using (2.4). X(a) thus defines a 2-flat

at the point A which we shall call the £-plane. Similarly \\„) defines a

2-flat at the point A which we shall call the g-plane. These two

planes will intersect in a common line if and only if (3.2) can be

satisfied by a common vector Xr. For this it is necessary and sufficient

that det ipT,-kqrt) = iepp-2kepq+k2eqq)2 = 0 for all A, that is,

Í3.3) iepq) = 0,

since iepp) = ieqq) =0, and A is arbitrary. Since prs and q„ are linearly

independent, the planes never coincide.

The argument is divided into two cases, (i) iepq) ^0, (ii) iepq) =0.

(i) iepq)^0. Suppose we want, say, pvv and gi'2' to be the only

surviving elements in the tensors. Then consider the transformation

(3.4) C\' = X(.)'

where X(a). and \[bY satisfy (3.2). The four vectors XJ.y are linearly

independent since iepq)¿¿0, by hypothesis. Hence det Crs'?¿0. Since

each vector is arbitrary to within a constant factor, we can easily

arrange to have det C¡< > 0.

Substitution of (3.4) in (1.1) and use of (3.2) shows us immediately

that the only nonzero elements in the two tensors are pyv and qw.

For example,
m      n

pr'a' = X(r')X(0')^mn = 0,    and    qr'b- = 0.

This completes case (i). We may interpret transformation (3.4) in

this manner: we choose the x1', x2' axes to lie in the ¡¿»-plane and the

x3', x4' axes to lie in the g-plane.

(ii) iepq) = 0. The above transformation becomes singular since the

planes now intersect in a line. Instead let us choose our xr' axes such

that the x1' axis lies in the /»-plane but does not coincide with the line

of intersection, the xr axis lies in the g-plane but does not coincide

1 C. C. MacDuffee, Theory of matrices, Chelsea, p. 12.
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with the line of intersection, and the x2', x4' coordinate plane contains

the line of intersection, but this line does not coincide with either the

x2' axis or the x4' axis. We may write this type of transformation from

xr coordinates to xr' coordinates in the following form,

(3.5) C,< = p(,>),

where the vectors mV) satisfy the equations

pr,Pi = 0, qT,p3 = 0,

(3.6) pr)(p2 + Pi) = 0, qr,(p2 + Pi) = 0,

pr,p\ * 0 (a = 2, 3, 4),   qr,p\ * 0 (b = 1, 2, 4).

It is clear that the vectors pTW), restricted only by equations (3.6),

can be chosen so that they are linearly independent. Then, by multi-

plying say ju'd by a factor with a suitable sign, we shall have det Ct>

>0.
Substitution of (3.5) in (1.1) and use of (3.6) shows immediately

that the only surviving elements in the two tensors are p3>e, pvv,

Ivy, qvv- For example,

m        n

Pr'V   —  Pi.r')Pa')Prnn   =  0,

m       n m       n •

pî'i'   =  Pl.2')P(.i')pmn  —   —  P(2')P(2')Pmn  =   0,

m       n m       n

PVV   =   PW)p{V)Pmn  —   —  P(3')P(2')Pmn  =   p2'3'-

In particular we notice that ¿>3'4- =pry and qw =ç4'r.

Proof of Theorem II. There are two cases. Assume firstly

(epq)i¿0. Suppose, as above, that the only nonzero elements in the

two tensors are £3'4' and qy2'. Consider the diagonal transformation

(3.7) C," = k(r)8, (r not summed).

From this we obtain p3"i"—kzkip3't' and qv2"=kik2qi'v. We are

demanding that det C¿- = kik2k3kt>0. However (epq)' is a tensor

density and therefore transforms thus:

(epq)" = (epq)' det &.

That is, by (1.3), the sign of (epq) is invariant under transformations

with positive determinant. Now (epq)' =qi>vpz'v, and so if (epq)>0

we can choose ki, k2, k3, &4 such that p3"V=qvv, and this is a

g-canonical coordinate system. If (epq) <0 then ki, k2, k3, kt can be

chosen so that py>v = —qyy which is a p-canonical system. How-
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ever these two systems are equivalent to one another since we can

get from a /»-system to a ç-system by a nonsingular transformation

which does not reorient the axes. To see this consider the trans-

formation

ro  o  o   i

(3.8) O =
0 0 10

0 10 0

10    0   0

applied to a g-canonical coordinate system in which pz"i" =qv2" are

the only nonzero elements. We obtain in the new system pi'"2>"

= qz'"i'" and all other components are zero; but this is a ¿»-canonical

coordinate system, and det C¿" = \. Similarly transformation (3.8)

turns a /»-system in which pX2 and q34 are the only nonzero elements

into a g-system in which p3i and qi2 are the only nonzero elements.

Thus when (e/>o)^0 we can find a transformation Cv, det Cv>0,

which will give either /»-canonical or g-canonical coordinates.

Now assume iepq) = 0. Let us take a coordinate system in which

each tensor has only two nonvanishing elements, say pz'v=p2>%'

and 5i'2'=34'i', and apply to it the diagonal transformation

(3.9) C," = /(r)5," (r not summed)

where l(T) = ipvv, hqi'2',h). In the xr" system we then have

pz"i" = hqi'Tpz'r,        qi"2" = hprvqw,

p2"z" = hqvi'pz'i',        «i"4" = ~ hpz'i'qvi'.

If /»3'4'<Zi'2'>0 we can take l2=h, thus making det CJ»>0, and have

a g-canonical system; while if pvvqvv <0 we can take l2=*—li and

have a /»-canonical system. As above we can transform from a /»-sys-

tem to a g-system very easily. In this case apply the transformation

0   0 1 01

0   0 0 1

10 0 0

0    1 0

(3.10) C.".

This completes the proof of Theorem II. It is now evident that for

skew-symmetric tensors with vanishing determinants we can pass

from any /»-canonical coordinate system to a (/-canonical coordinate

system and vice-versa by means of a transformation of positive

determinant.
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Proof of Theorem III. That equation (3.1) is a necessary condi-

tion may be seen by multiplying (2.1) by Qm>n' and (2.2) by —Pm'n>

and adding. Now if (3.1) holds and if the determinant of one tensor

vanishes so must the determinant of the other. The case in which

both determinants are zero has already been dealt with by Theorem

II. We can therefore now assume that neither (ePP) nor (eQQ)

vanishes. We shall show the sufficiency of (3.1) by reducing the prob-

lem to the case already considered in Theorem II.

Let us assume (3.1) is satisfied at the point A. Consider the equa-

tion

det (Pr, - 0Q„) = (ePP - 28ePQ + 82eQQ)2 = 0.

Since (eQQ) 9^0 ,(ePP)?¿0 we may write this, using (3.1), as

tPQ
(3.11) 82 - 26—--1=0.

eQQ

This quadratic equation always has two real distinct roots. Let them

be 0i and —1/0,. These roots are invariant under all transformations.

If we now define

(3.12) Pr.   =   Pr,  -  8lQr„

qr, — 8lPr, + Qr„

we have det pr, = det qr, = 0 as in Theorem II. Equations (3.12) have

a tensor character and therefore remain the same in all coordinate

systems. Furthermore,

(epq) = (e(P - 8iQ)(8iP + Q))

= (1 - &l)(ePQ) + 6i((ePP) - (eQQ));

using (3.1) and (3.11) we obtain

2/9
(3.13) (epq) = —~ {(ePP)2 + (ePQ)2).

Since we are assuming that (ePP) ¿¿0, it follows that (epq) ¿¿0; more-

over since we can take 0i as either the positive or negative root of

(3.11), we may have either (tpq)>0 or (epq)<0 as we please. By

Theorem II we can find both ^-canonical and g-canonical coordinates

for pr, and qra. We shall now establish the penultimate result that :

If the coordinates are p-canonical or q-canonical for pT, and qT, they

are also respectively P-canonical or Q-canonical for P„ and Qrt, as

related by (3.12).
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Assuming the coordinates to be /»-canonical for pr, and q„ and using

(3.12) it is clear that

(3.14) ij"V"(Pr. - 0,Q„) - í""«(ffiP«« + g,.),

(3.15) v'mr,<»idiPr, + Q„) = - im*""(P<u - «161«).

Multiplying (3.15) by 0i and adding that to (3.14) we see that

2V    rm   sn _ , 2>   mniu„

(1   +  dl)v     V     Pr.   =    (1   +  *l)€ Qtu.

However l+öf^O, 0i being real, and therefore the coordinates are

P-canonical forPrsand Qrs. Similarly if the coordinates are g-canonical

for prí¡ and qrs, they are Q-canonical for P„ and Qrs. We have already

seen that we may pass from a /»-canonical coordinate system to a

(/-canonical coordinate system by a transformation of positive

Jacobian. Hence we deduce at once that Theorem III is true.
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